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Printed ribbon by

DIY

Personalise your skirt, trousers, sweater or bag with ribbons 
with a personal message. We pimped the Stella top 

with white ribbon featuring a black text. 
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https://www.fibremood.com/en/patterns/474-stella


2/2#DIY printed ribbon

• Cotton ribbon (3 cm wide)

• Textile paint 

• Sponge or foam paintbrush 

• Stencil paper or thin cardboard/plastic

• Hobby knife or cutter

supplies

1 

Download one of our stencils on the 
website www.fibremood.com or make 
your own design. If you make your 
own design, make sure the letters are 

smaller than the width of the ribbon.

2

Print your design and trace it onto the stencil 
paper or thin cardboard or plastic. Cut out the 
design using a hobby knife.

If you have a stencil cutter then you can cut out 
your design directly from the stencil paper.

3

Put a small amount of textile paint on the sponge 
and wipe off any excess so that you only have a 
little bit of paint on your sponge

Place your stencil on the cotton ribbon and dab 
with your sponge over all the letters on your  
stencil. If you have too much paint on your sponge 
the letters will run.

Remove the stencil from the ribbon and allow it 
to dry. Repeat this step until your ribbon is full.

sewing instructions

4

After step 3 of the method for the Stella top, you 
place the ribbon with the right side up against the 
dart in the front panel. Stitch it in place at 2 mm 
from the edge.

Fold a piece of the ribbon double with the right 
sides on the outside so you get a loop. Place the 
unfinished edges on the V nick of the neckline on 
the front panel.

Now continue with step 4 of the method to make 
the Stella top.
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https://www.fibremood.com/en/blog/diy/create-your-own-printed-ribbons
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